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each of the 15 scenarios of your test is rated by a different rater, so no rater
sees more than one set of your responses. this is to help ensure that each
applicants test is evaluated using a balance of different perspectives, to
ensure that each scenario is considered equally when determining your

overall score (as opposed to any one raters first impression influencing your
score on the other 14 scenarios), and to eliminate the effects of bias. each

rater only sees your typed and video responses to the casper test any other
information (such as your name, your survey responses, or the programs

youre applying to) have been removed meaning that they cannot consider
any of this information when assigning a score. casper videos are uploaded
to the universitys altus website. the primary purpose of the casper test is to
provide a video demonstration of your knowledge of the altus suite. if you
are applying for a program that requires snapshot or duet, we recommend
that you complete it within 14 days after taking casper. this will ensure that
all components of your altus suite are available together to be considered by

your program(s). please check the dates and fees page and your program
website(s) for information on whether snapshot or duet are an admissions

requirement or not. should individual program requirements change, you will
still be able to complete snapshot or duet at any time before your earliest

program distribution deadline, as shown on the dates and fees page. we do
train our raters to focus on the substance of your answers and not your

clothing, but be mindful that certain clothing choices are distracting (e.g.,
pyjamas). while you dont need to get too dressed up, it may help to think

about how youd like to be seen on camera by an interviewer. we recommend
wearing smart casual attire like a dress shirt, sweater, or blouse, and pants
to complete your casper test. remember that our raters are not evaluating

your fashion choices, so keep it simple and comfortable.
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the response section of your casper test will only be visible to the programs
youre applying to. the response section will not be visible to anyone other
than the programs youre applying to. so, for example, if youre applying to

school x and youre looking at the response section of the casper test of
school y, you wouldnt be able to see that school y is participating in the

casper test. if youre interested in seeing how your application and test scores
are doing, you should take the casper test at . the test offers a score by
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quartile to applicants as well as a total score, which shows how you score
compared to other applicants. we recommend that you give yourself plenty
of time to complete the casper test. even though the test is relatively short
and easy to complete, it takes more than enough time to complete to give

you the best results. if youre concerned about your test results, we
recommend that you spend at least two hours to complete your casper test.

we recommend that you start the test on a weekend to give yourself the best
possible time to complete. when youre completing the casper test, if youre
having trouble with a scenario, you can skip it by clicking the skip button.
any information youve provided up until that point will not be included in
your test score, and youll have the option to complete it at a later date. if

youre using the pen, you can simply click to skip. we will be hosting a casper
webinar on the monday after the results are published, and will have

representatives from the first wave of early adopters available to answer
questions. if you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to us at

support@altus.ca. 5ec8ef588b
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